CIARCIA'S
SUPER SYSTEM
6-MHz, HD64180 Z80-compatible, 256K RAM, 2 serial, 1 parallel, floppy controller, ZCPR3 with RAM-disk software
In the past, the only way you could get hardware for your computer system was to build it yourself. Today, you can get almost anything you might want for your computer, but for a price. Many people are interested in hardware projects not only because they are an inexpensive source of extensions to their systems but also because of the experience they gain by building these projects.

We have several construction projects this month, ranging from the simple to the complex. In his article “The Quarter-Meg Atari 800XL” Claus Buchholz details how to upgrade your Atari 800XL memory to 512K bytes and promises to free users from the slow Atari disk-drive access time by providing software for implementing a fast RAM disk that uses all the extra memory.

Today, many computers have a Centronics parallel printer port as standard equipment. If you happen to have a serial printer, your parallel port may go unused. Howard Austerlitz presents an inexpensive parallel-to-serial printer port adapter that will help you take advantage of your parallel ports.

Often, the main thing separating an $8000 commercial word processor from a word-processing program on a microcomputer is the presence of predefined keys for special functions on the dedicated systems. While most newer microcomputers have 10 or 12 programmable function keys, many older machines don’t. Mark Hanslip has designed a project that enables you to add up to 40 function keys to any microcomputer with a parallel-encoded keyboard.

And for the ambitious builder, Clifford Kelley’s two-part article “EGO: A Homebuilt CPU” (to be continued next month) delves into the complexities of building your own microprocessor: designing the instruction set, system architecture, and system hardware. While you may not want to build your own microprocessor, you’ll probably be interested in the considerations that go into designing such a complex system.

Finally, be sure to check out Ciarcia’s Circuit Cellar this month. Steve presents the SB180, a high-performance, HD64180-based, Z80-compatible single-board computer kit with 256K bytes of memory; floppy-disk controller; one I/O, one parallel, and two serial ports; and a lot of software. Don’t let its 8-bit microprocessor fool you: the 6-MHz SB180 turns in some impressive benchmarks.
Upgrade your 8-bit microprocessor to 256K bytes and add a RAM disk

IT'S GETTING HARDER to find a microcomputer with less than 64K bytes of RAM (random-access read/write memory). A couple of years ago, the cost per bit of the 64K-bit RAM fell below its predecessor, the 16K-bit dynamic RAM, and the 64K-byte address space supplied by eight of the 64K-bit chips is ideal for the most common 8-bit microprocessors. Now, however, the cost per bit of the 256K-bit dynamic RAM is the lowest, and it is already common in powerful 16- and 32-bit microcomputer systems.

Since eight of these chips provide one-quarter of a megabyte and since they are so similar to their ancestors, it is tempting to upgrade an inexpensive 64K-byte micro to 256K bytes. Obviously, you can’t fit 256K bytes of memory into the 64K-byte address space of a 6502 or Z80 all at once, but you can break it up into manageable chunks, called banks, and allow the processor to see one bank at a time. This method of interfacing RAM, called bank selection, requires some new hardware and software support.

This article describes the upgrade and presents a RAM-disk controller for the Atari 800XL. However, you can apply the basic idea to any micro that uses 64K-bit RAMs—the Apple IIe, the Commodore 64, the MSX machines, and others.

**THE ATARI 800XL**

The 800XL is a modern version of the popular Atari 800. [Editor's note: See Jon Edwards's “Atari 800XL” system review, March BYTE, page 267.] Introduced in 1979, the 800 was the first machine to use VLSI (very-large-scale integration) technology to bring advanced graphics and sound capabilities into the low-price market. It was also the first to include a full operating system in ROM (read-only memory) to support the versatile hardware. RAM consisted of up to three 16K-byte modules, each constructed around eight 16K-bit dynamic RAM chips.

In the 800, the 6502 processor shares the system with a programmable video DMA (direct memory access) controller, which halts the 6502 for one cycle of the 1.8-MHz clock when it needs to access a byte of screen memory. The 800XL incorporates the same VLSI hardware with newer, higher-density RAM and ROM. One 16K-byte ROM holds the entire operating system, and another 8K-byte ROM contains the BASIC language. The RAM consists of eight 64K-bit dynamic RAM chips. Under BASIC, 40K bytes of RAM are usable. The ROMs, which occupy high memory space, can be disabled to gain access to the remaining RAM. The new design is smaller, cheaper, less power-hungry, and more attractive. The Atari is unquestionably a very fine machine.

**THE DYNAMIC RAM**

The industry-standard dynamic RAM chip is itself an example of superb design. It is small, dense, adequately fast, and cheap. In the last decade, its memory capacity has doubled eight times without the chip outgrowing its 16-pin IC (integrated circuit) package. Each chip inputs or outputs one bit at a time; each chip has a unique address.

For the 256K-bit chip, the address requires 18 bits. The chip has nine address inputs, each of which does (continued)
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double duty. During the first part of a memory access, half of the address bits are presented to the chip. This half is called the row address. Later in the access cycle, the chip receives the other half of the address, called the column address. The storage cells in the chip lie in a matrix, and the cell being addressed lies at the intersection of the row and column specified. To complete the access cycle, the chip reads or writes the selected bit.

During the first part of the access cycle, the computer system must therefore provide special access cycles called refresh cycles. Dummy read cycles in which refresh addresses are used as row addresses.

The 16K- and 64K-bit RAMs require 7-bit refresh addresses. The computer must provide all 128 possible refresh addresses every few thousandths of a second to keep the RAM refreshed. In the Atari, the video controller, which provides refresh cycles in addition to its screen-memory accesses, automatically provides 7 bits for the refresh address. The Atari, in fact, spends 8 percent of its time refreshing RAM.

One snag in designing the 256K-byte upgrade is that standard 256K-bit RAMs require an 8-bit refresh address. Older versions of the Atari video-controller chip provide only 7 bits of refresh address; newer versions provide all 8 bits. Therefore, I have designed two versions of the upgrade's interface circuit. The more complex one must add another bit to the Atari's refresh address. (See table 1 for a list of components.)

**Bank Selection**

To fit 256K bytes into the 6502's 64K-byte memory space, you must divide it into banks. The upgrade uses eight 32K-byte banks, numbered 0 through 7 and selected by setting 3 bits in the Atari's memory-control register. Any one bank can appear in the lower half of the 6502's memory space. At power-up, bank #7 appears in the lower 32K bytes of RAM, bank #6 appears in the top 32K bytes, and the Atari acts as a normal 64K-byte machine. To access bytes in the other 192K, a program must select one of the banks #0 through #5, which would then appear in place of bank #7. After accessing the bytes, the program could then switch bank #7 back in, restoring the normal configuration.

I used eight 32K-byte banks instead of four 64K-byte banks for three reasons. If a program in RAM were to replace the entire 64K bytes of RAM with another bank, it would cause itself to disappear, crashing the system. Moreover, the top 32K bytes of the address space is already cluttered with hardware addresses and ROMs that can be switched in and out. Finally, the screen RAM is usually in the top 32K; switching it out would cause glitches to appear on the screen.

Even with eight 32K-byte banks, we must be cautious. The operating system keeps important data in the lower part of RAM, and it expects the data to be there. Worse, interrupts frequently invoke routines that keep data in low RAM. Programs must therefore follow a strict rule: Keep bank #7 enabled as much as possible. If you select another bank, you must first disable all interrupts and not call the operating system until bank #7 is restored. One further consideration involves the 6502's stack, which is in low memory. The program should not use the stack when bank #7 is not selected, unless it takes great care to keep the stack valid.

**INTERFACING THE RAM**

Figure 1 is a schematic diagram of the interface circuit for the 256K-byte RAM. It must be assembled on a small circuit board and installed inside the computer because the computer's expansion slot doesn't carry the signals we need. The circuit consists of two chips and replaces one of the chips on the motherboard. It also requires four jumper wires to various points on the motherboard.

The circuit plugs into the socket at position U27 on the motherboard. This gives it access to six important

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Part Number</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>41256</td>
<td>256K-bit dynamic RAM (200 ns or faster)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>33-ohm, 1/4-watt resistor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(following part for circuit in figure 1 only)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>74LS153</td>
<td>Dual 4-to-1 multiplexer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(following parts for circuit in figure 2 only)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>74LS151</td>
<td>8-to-1 multiplexer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>74LS393</td>
<td>Dual 4-bit counter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>74LS00</td>
<td>Quad NAND gate</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Figure 1: The schematic diagram of the interface circuit for the 256K-byte RAM. Use this circuit if the part number on the video controller is CO21697.

QUARTER-MEG ATARI

signals, including power and ground. The chip that was at U27 becomes IC1 in the circuit. As U27, this chip was one of the two responsible for selecting which 8 of the 16 address bits were passed to the 64K-bit RAMs at one time.

IC2 performs the bank selection by modifying one of the eight original address inputs to the RAMs and adding a ninth. The bank-selection circuitry needs three jumpers from the motherboard to carry 3 bits from the Atari's memory-control register. A fourth jumper carries the ninth address input to the RAMs.

Figure 2 shows the four-chip interface circuit necessary for machines containing the older version of the video controller. IC3, an 8-bit binary counter that counts the refresh cycles, supplies the eighth bit of the refresh address for the 256K-bit chips. The refresh signal it uses comes through a jumper wire from the motherboard. Parts of IC1, IC2, and IC4 perform the bank selection in this circuit.

PERFORMING THE UPGRADE

To disassemble the 800XL, remove the six screws on the underside and separate the top and bottom portions of the plastic case. Be careful of the flexible keyboard cable. Pull it straight up out of its socket on the motherboard. To detach the motherboard from the case bottom, remove three screws—one on the right side, one in the right rear corner, and one in the left rear. Gently pull the board free.

Next, remove the small nuts and bolts around the metal shielding that encases the motherboard. On the left side of the exposed motherboard, locate the row of eight 16-pin RAM chips. Just to their right is U27. Behind
U27 is a 3-inch square area that fits inside the shielding. The circuit goes there because the shielding is highest toward the rear.

Replace the 64 K-bit RAMs with the 256 K-bit RAM chips. The new RAMs are very easily destroyed by static discharges, so extreme care is necessary in their handling. Lay aluminum foil on the work surface and keep the motherboard, RAM chips, tools, and your hands in contact with the foil at all times. This keeps everything at the same potential, decreasing the possibility of damage.

On the motherboard, locate the video controller, the 40-pin chip at U7. If the part number stamped on it reads "CO21697," you can use the simpler circuit shown in figure I. If the number reads "CO12296," you must use the larger circuit.

Assemble the appropriate circuit on a 2- by 3-inch circuit board (Radio Shack's #276-150 is ideal). Use very low-profile sockets or no sockets at all because the shielding severely limits the height. If you do not use sockets, be careful not to apply heat to the IC pins for too long. Keep the wiring on the chip side of the board to conserve space. The wiring must be soldered because there is no room for wire-wrap posts.

The board plugs into the socket at U27 via a 16-pin DIP header and short ribbon cable. Finally, install the jumper wires. Find a resistor marked R32 immediately behind the row of RAM chips and remove it. A trace from one of the holes runs to pin 1 of the RAMs. Solder the first jumper to that hole. The next three jumpers run to a parallel port that the Atari uses to control ROM switching. We need pins 14 through 16, which are normally unused and not connected to any traces. Locate U23 and carefully pry the 40-pin chip from its socket. Bend up pins 14, 15, and 16 so that they point straight out. Reinsert the chip. Cut three adjacent pin positions from an IC socket and solder the three jumpers to them. Use this custom socket to connect the jumpers to the three protruding pins.

(continued)
Cover the connector with electrical tape because the shielding is very low at this point.

If you are using the circuit of figure 2, you must install a fifth jumper. Locate a trace on the motherboard from pin 8 of the video controller, U7. Find a hole along the trace and solder the jumper there. Finally, insert a thin piece of stiff cardboard or plastic under the small circuit board to avoid shorting the circuit. Refasten the shielding to the motherboard. If it doesn't fit over the circuit, carefully pound a dent out of the shielding with a hammer. Reassemble the computer. If all has gone well, the computer should power up normally and perform exactly as before. as long as the 3 bits in the memory-control register are left alone. The computer is ready to try some software that makes use of the large RAM space.

**THE RAM-DISK SOFTWARE**

Bank-selectable RAM is useless without software to control it. The software must obey strict rules as outlined above to work properly. The software must also be tailored to fit the application.

For example, you could store many graphics screens in the RAM and use page flipping to display them in quick succession for animation. Alternatively, the RAM could act as a print spooler. A word processor could print an entire document quickly into the RAM and go on to other jobs while the RAM emptied its contents slowly to a printer.

A more universal application is the RAM disk, a RAM-based disk-drive simulator. To DOS (disk operating system) and to the user's programs, the RAM disk appears to be just another disk drive, except that it is very fast. Application programs could then use standard DOS commands to access the large RAM space. The 192K bytes of available RAM hold more data than two Atari 810 drives or one double-density drive. I have written an assembly-language program that modifies the Atari's operating system to treat the RAM as either a single-density or double-density disk drive. The program is available for downloading as ATARIRAM.ASM on BYTEnet Listings. (617) 861-9774. It works with Atari DOS 2.0, OS/A+ (versions through 2.xx) and compatible DOSES. Assembly produces an object file that performs several tasks as it loads. First, it copies the operating system from ROM into the underlying RAM. Next, the RAM-disk routines load into the RAM-based operating system, overwriting the international character set, a little-used feature of the 800XL. Finally, it

(continued)
patches the operating system to install the RAM-disk program and calls DOS's initialization routine to let DOS recognize the new drive.

The source code provides two options: the drive number and the density. The RAM disk can act as any drive numbered 1 to 8. If you have one real drive, you might want the RAM disk to be drive number 2.

Remember that your DOS must be set up to look for the drive number chosen. See the DOS manual for instructions concerning drive numbers.

Like the Atari 810 disk drive, a single-density RAM disk has 720 sectors of 128 bytes each, for a total of 90K bytes. Like all double-density disk drives for the Atari, a double-density RAM disk has 720 sectors of 256 bytes, for a total capacity of 180K bytes. Atari DOS checks each drive in a system for its density and compensates. All DOS functions except duplicate disk operate with double-density drives. You obviously cannot duplicate a double-density disk to a single-density disk and vice versa.

Boot in the RAM-disk object file after DOS by renaming the object file AUTORUN.SYS. Once the file has loaded, you must format the RAM disk before use. You can do this manually from DOS, use the BASIC XIO command, use a call to CIO in machine code, or rely on an application program.

RESET and warm starts won't harm the contents of the RAM disk. If you reboot without powering down (through a POKE 580, I and RESET, or by jumping to $E477 in machine code), you must reload the RAM-disk program to access the data, which will remain unharmed in the RAM disk. The RAM-disk program, therefore, does not automatically format the RAM disk upon loading.

The major disadvantage of the RAM-disk approach is that all data is lost when the computer is turned off. You should therefore be sure to save important data to a real disk before ending. However, the speed, convenience, and versatility of the RAM disk outweigh its drawbacks.

**USES**

Assembly-language programmers, after studying the RAM-disk source code and heeding the rules above, can devise many practical uses for a quarter-megabyte of RAM. The large RAM space, joined with the Atari's versatile hardware and low price, provides a performance/price ratio that is unbeatable in today's market.

Figure 2: Use this circuit if the video controller part number reads CO12296.